The two critical factors distinguishing inventory management in a multifirm supply-chain context from the more traditional centrally planned perspective are incentive conflicts and information asymmetries. We study the well-known order quantity/reorder point (Q r) model in a two-player context, using a framework inspired by observations during a case study. We show how traditional allocations of decision rights to supplier and buyer lead to inefficient outcomes, and we use principal-agent models to study the effects of information asymmetries about setup cost and backorder cost, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the multiechelon inventory control literature has assumed the existence of a central planner for the entire supply chain, with perfect information about cost structure and demand patterns and with the power to impose a globally optimal inventory policy on the echelons. More recently some authors have started dropping this assumption, attempting to explicitly capture the existence of multiple decision makers. A multifirm supply chain without a central planner differs from a centrally planned one in two fundamental ways. There will be incentive conflicts because different parties in the supply chain generally have different and often conflicting objectives. There will also be information asymmetries because individual parties have private information about, for example, cost structures or demand patterns, and no party has full information about the entire supply chain. Some existing work incorporates each of these individually, but this paper is one of the first to formally study the effect of both aspects simultaneously in an inventory control context. This leads to substantially different insights: Generally, when one considers only incentive conflicts or only information asymmetries, it is still feasible and optimal for one party to induce the other to choose the jointly optimal inventory policy through an appropriate incentive scheme. However, the presence of both issues combined destroys this property, leading to inefficient supply-chain performance.
It is important to realize that achieving joint optimality in itself need not be difficult. In either case, a principal aiming for jointly optimal outcomes could make the other party (who has full information) bear all costs, in exchange for a fixed payment. However, this is not optimal for the principal: The fixed payment he will have to offer to induce the agent to accept the contract depends on the agent's cost structure. Because this is unknown to the principal, the payment must be large enough to satisfy all possible types of agents, rendering this approach highly unattractive to the principal. (See Corbett and de Groote 2000 for more on this.) Therefore, any mechanism that optimizes the entire supply chain is either suboptimal for the principal or requires the principal to have full information. It is critical to bear this in mind because this is what sets the current framework apart from most previous work reviewed in §2.
Throughout this paper, we consider the widely used order quantity/reorder point system, under which an order of size Q is placed when the inventory position drops to the reorder point r. The classic model for this system, which is often referred to as the (Q r) model, assumes that the demand is stochastic and stationary and unmet demand is backlogged. It also assumes that the system incurs a setup cost K for each order placement and a linear inventory holding cost h and backorder cost p per unit per period. The classic model assumes there is only one decision maker who bears all the costs and decides both Q and r. We transform this classic model into a two-echelon system with two firms, 488 / Corbett a supplier and a buyer, involved in the decision-making process. We motivate our models with a recent case study in §3. To set benchmarks, we consider two extreme cases: the centralized system (the classic single decision-maker system) and the decentralized system (with no coordination at all). We discuss the centralized case in §4, where Zheng's (1992) analysis of the classic system is reviewed, and the decentralized case in §5, where the resulting behavior is highly inefficient. In § §6.1 and 7.1 we look at how either party could reduce this inefficiency by contracting on an inventory policy under full information.
To consider the situation where one party has private information about a certain parameter, we adapt the principal-agent contracting approach designed specifically for this type of adverse selection problems from Laffont and Tirole (1993) . We study two different situations. First, in §6, we analyze the case where the buyer is the principal and the supplier has private information about his setup costs K, and we derive the buyer's optimal menu of contracts. We also analyze special cases, one of which is the classical EOQ formula. Then, in §7, we focus on the case with the supplier as principal, but where the buyer has private information about backorder costs p, and we derive the supplier's optimal menu of contracts. A special case here is the classical newsboy formula. We also examine whether contracting on a stockout penalty, to be paid by the supplier to the buyer, instead of contracting directly on an inventory policy, would lead to more efficient results. We find that it is equivalent to contracting directly on (Q r); however, the supplier needs to overcompensate the buyer for the cost of individual stockouts. The cases and results are summarized in Table 2 . Finally, in §8 we summarize our conclusions and offer suggestions for further research.
The findings in this paper lead to several critical insights into supply-chain performance. It demonstrates the importance of explicitly considering incentive and information issues in modeling supply chains. Together, they generally lead to inefficient outcomes, even under an optimal menu of contracts. This paper shows how economic models of incentive conflicts and information asymmetries can be formally superimposed upon traditional inventory models while still allowing tractable analysis. It suggests that, in (re-)designing supply chains, one should consider the incentive effects and information requirements and attempt to agree on an incentive structure that overcomes these inefficiencies. Specifically, we show how, in the coordination framework followed here, consignment stock is a simple and robust mechanism that can help reduce the inefficiency caused by the supplier choosing a lot size Q that is greater than the jointly optimal lot size, even when the buyer cannot observe his setup cost K. However, consignment stock leads to a higher reorder point r than is jointly optimal when the buyer has private information about backorder cost p. In other words, in this context consignment stock can reduce the impact of information asymmetries on cycle stocks but can exacerbate their impact on safety stocks.
In practical terms, this means that in supply chains where long production cycles are the leading cause of inventory, the supplier should be made to bear (at least part of) the associated cost, for example, through a consignment scheme. Conversely, if downstream demand uncertainty is the key cause of inventory, the buyer should bear the associated cost of safety stock. In other words, the decision rights throughout the supply chain should be in alignment with the costs associated with those decisions and with the information needed to make those decisions appropriately. This paper shows how misalignments can easily occur in practice, explores the impact of such misalignments, and proposes incentive contracts to help overcome the resulting inefficiencies.
LITERATURE
The classic work on designing, rather than operating, an inventory policy using only locally available information is Clark and Scarf (1960) : They derive a decomposition scheme for a multiechelon stochastic inventory system, which, as Axsäter and Rosling (1993) point out, can be implemented using only local inventory information. Lee and Whang (1996) show that Clark and Scarf's decomposition approach can be implemented in an "informationally decentralized" fashion by a combination of consignment, delivery warranties, and an additional backlog penalty at the downstream site. Chen (1999) adds information delays to the same multiechelon framework and designs incentive schemes based on payments between echelon managers and the firm rather than directly between echelon managers, as in Lee and Whang (1996) . All three do, however, require the presence of a central planner to determine and enforce the decomposition scheme. Our basic model is somewhat simpler, but we show how, in the absence of a central planner, contracting can no longer achieve joint optimality.
It is well understood that different parties in a supply chain face different incentives, and that, left to their own devices, they will generally not arrive at a system-wide optimum. An extensive review is given by Tsay et al. (1999) . In Cachon and Larivière (1997) , a manufacturer faces uncertain demand and contracts with a supplier who builds capacity in anticipation of demand realization. They study full and asymmetric information (where the supplier cannot observe the demand distribution) and forced and voluntary compliance (referring to whether the supplier is obliged to actually ship the quantity agreed on). They find that the value of each type of contract varies with the information structure and compliance regime in place. Cachon (1997) compares three coordination mechanisms for reorder points in a one-supplier, multiretailer context. There, the jointly optimal stocking policies are often not a Nash equilibrium, and the only way to enforce them is to change the player's incentive structure; however, selection of the best among several equilibria or centralizing control at the supplier (through vendor-managed inventory combined with side payments) can lead to improvements.
In the one-supplier, one-retailer case, Cachon and Zipkin (1999) let buyer and supplier share backorder costs according to a ratio ; they find that the unique Nash equilibrium is (essentially) never the optimal solution, and that the joint efficiency loss increases with the difference in backorder penalty incurred by the two parties. In particular, if the supplier fully compensates the buyer for his backorder costs, coordination will not occur; our findings in §7.5 are analogous.
The basic premise of the joint economic lot sizing (JELS) literature-including Monahan (1984) , Lal and Staelin (1984) , Dada and Srikanth (1987) , and Weng (1995)-is that, in an EOQ-type environment, both buyer and supplier can be better off by coordinating on the joint optimum. A critical and questionable assumption made throughout that literature, though, is that all parties have full information about cost parameters. Corbett and de Groote (1997, 2000) show how the equivalence of a range of common coordination schemes breaks down under asymmetric information. Here, we push the coordination principle of the JELS literature a step further by explicitly modeling such information asymmetry.
In a paper closely related to ours, Ha (1997) studies a supplier with private information about his manufacturing cost and a customer facing stochastic demand. Ha determines the customer's optimal order policy and shows that under asymmetric information it is no longer optimal for the customer to induce the system-wide optimal solution. We do not consider price-sensitive demand here but do include setup costs, and we do allow both supplier and buyer to hold private information. Cachon and Larivière (1999) ask how a supplier should allocate scarce inventory to multiple retailers when the supplier cannot observe the retailers' inventory position. They compare various allocation mechanisms, some of which will lead retailers to inflate their orders, and show that, surprisingly, systemwide performance need not be hurt by such manipulation because the supplier may be induced to choose a higher capacity level than under a truth-inducing allocation mechanism.
To capture some of the dynamics crucial to understanding buyer-supplier relationships, we draw heavily on Laffont and Tirole (1993) , especially their principal-agent models of adverse selection.
CASE EXAMPLE: INTRODUCING CONSIGNMENT STOCK
Let us start by briefly describing the case that inspired the models in this paper. (The context is described in more detail in Corbett 1996 and Corbett et al. 1999 ; the description given here is simplified somewhat to avoid unnecessary complexity.) The supplier is a large multinational, selling chemical products to automotive suppliers. The supplier was often sluggish in responding to customers' demands, as a result of the long production cycles often found in heavy process industries. This was a frequent cause for customer complaints. The supplier took the initiative to transform their traditionally rather distant relationship with a key customer toward a partnership-type relationship. Both firms represented a substantial proportion of each other's volume, but neither dominated the relationship. A commercial "partnership agreement" was reached, specifying (among other terms) a price concession in exchange for a volume commitment: The customer agreed to allocate a given annual volume of their business to the supplier. This volume commitment allows us to ignore competition in modeling at least in the short or medium term. The agreement also included consignment stock: The supplier would own the inventory held at the customer's site until it was consumed. The customer would pull whatever material they needed; after each production cycle, the supplier would replenish up to a base level previously agreed upon. The base level would have to be enough to cover anticipated demand until completion and delivery of the next production lot and to provide adequate safety stock. As a first effect of the consignment agreement, the supplier became anxious about the additional inventory burden they would have to carry; an internal e-mail message stated that "to make the whole thing work, cycle time reduction in our plant will be critical." The buyer, as is typical of automotive suppliers, faces a huge stockout cost and therefore held enough incoming material stock to cover at least six weeks of demand (the supplier's production cycle time plus two weeks' worth of safety stock). The supplier expected that because of the volume commitment and cycle time reduction they could adopt an order-up-to level, which would be much lower than the buyer's current six weeks' worth of stock. Total inventory costs (of supplier and buyer combined) could then be reduced. (The buyer no longer cares about holding costs as inventory is now held on consignment by the supplier.) In theory, the supplier would determine the jointly optimal order-up-to level, taking into account all inventory costs (holding costs and stockout costs) for both buyer and supplier. The supplier could not determine precisely what this jointly optimal order-up-to level should be, however, because the buyer's precise stockout cost (whether explicit in the form of a penalty or implicit through a negative mark on their vendor rating) is hard to measure and certainly is not known to the supplier. In other words, whatever orderup-to level or fill rate the supplier proposed, the buyer could argue it should be higher in light of this enormous stockout cost. In practice, the implied stockout cost varies from order to order: Most orders were routine and would not cause severe disruption if delivered slightly late, whereas others were designated "rush orders" by the buyer, implying that nondelivery would truly invoke the full stockout cost. The supplier, however, cannot verify whether a so-called rush order is truly urgent or merely a precautionary measure allowing the buyer to cushion the effects of poor internal production and purchasing discipline. In several situations orders designated as "urgent" (implying a high stockout Joint, supplier, and buyer cost function G y
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Lower and upper bound of any variable x x x Announced value of a parameter when true value is x cost) were later found not to be urgent but merely precautionary in nature. Through this and other mechanisms, the buyer resisted the supplier's attempts to reduce the level of consigned stock. The case illustrates the challenge of determining an appropriate inventory level, when the inventory in question is simultaneously a cycle stock-caused by the supplier's cycle time-and safety stock, to cover the demand uncertainty faced by the buyer. Below we model a similar context where two players both have some influence over total inventory cost. We show that the total costs and those of both players individually depend on the allocation of decision rights and costs among the players, just as they did in the case.
THE BASIC (Q r ) MODEL IN A CENTRALIZED SETTING

Assumptions and Notation
Throughout this paper we use the (Q r) lot size/reorder point model, adapted to a two-player context, as follows. The supplier sets the production lot size Q, while the buyer determines the reorder point r. The single-player version is analyzed in detail in Zheng (1992) and Zheng and de Groote (1993) . The key qualitative insights on the incentive effects of consignment stock are not sensitive to the precise setting chosen. We make the following assumptions (notation largely follows that in Zheng 1992 and is summarized in Table 1 ). There is one buyer, buying a single product from one supplier, who delivers in batches of size Q, with a constant delivery lead time L. The supplier's setup costs are K per batch. Transfer lots are equal to production lots, representing, for instance, a maketo-order environment. The buyer is faced with stochastic demands, arriving at rate . Supplier delivery lead time is L, and lead time demand z follows a distribution · on [0 [. We follow Zheng (1992) in assuming cumulative demand can be modeled by a nondecreasing stochastic process with stationary increments and continuous sample paths so that inventory position in steady state will be uniformly distributed on ]r r + Q] and independent of lead time demand z. (Zheng refers to Serfozo and Stidham 1978 and Browne and Zipkin 1989 for a detailed discussion of this assumption.) All payments take place immediately upon delivery of the goods; the only holding costs are the opportunity costs of capital. All stockouts are backordered. Holding costs accrue to either supplier or buyer at a constant rate h per unit stock per unit time; backorder costs, borne by the buyer, accrue at a constant rate p per unit backorder per unit time. Many of these assumptions can easily be relaxed; one can include fixed ordering costs for the buyer or physical holding costs for both parties, but this does not enhance the insights.
Joint Optimum
We follow Zheng's (1992) formulation of the (Q r) model. Let G y be the rate at which expected holding and backorder costs accumulate at time t + L when the inventory position at time t equals y. Then,
Later we will need to distinguish the holding cost and backorder cost components:
The following properties of G − p · are easy to verify and are used in the proofs in the appendix:
where D denotes the derivative with respect to . Zheng (1992) bases his analysis on the average joint cost rate C j Q r , in the following form:
The first term is the rate at which setup costs accrue, the second is the expected holding and backorder cost rate, where the expectation is simply the average holding and backorder cost rate over the interval ]r r + Q] due to Zheng's (1992) assumption on the demand process. Let r j and Q j denote joint optima. Zheng (1992) uses a sequential approach, by first optimizing r for given Q, and then analyzing the resulting cost function C j Q = C j Q r j Q . Write D Q r Q for the derivative; the following lemma then summarizes some results (largely from Zheng 1992 and Zheng and de Groote 1993) for r j Q and Q j and defines cycle stock and safety stock, to which we return in the special cases studied later in this paper. (b) For any Q > 0, r j Q is solely determined by G · and hence independent of K.
(c) For any
The reorder point r j may be negative as it is based on inventory position (on-hand plus on-order minus backorders). All system inventory is now induced by the production lot size Q, and is therefore cycle stock. In this section we formally introduce the notion that the (Q r) system described above is being managed by two players. Initially we do not let them coordinate in any way, from §6 onward we introduce the possibility of contracting. First, we formally define the games, when there is no consignment stock, c when there is consignment stock. The players are the supplier and the buyer; their payoff functions depend on whether or not we assume consignment stock. In game without consignment stock, the respective cost functions are
In game c with consignment stock, the respective cost functions are
Note that we do not need the lot-for-lot assumption under consignment. The supplier's strategy is Q, the buyer's is r, with Q r ∈ 0 Q max × −Q max r max . We assume Q max and r max are sufficiently large not to be restrictive in §6 and beyond. As in Cachon (1997) , this lower bound on r is not restrictive.
It is easy to see that without coordination of some sort, both games are poorly behaved. With no consignment, the supplier will want to produce and ship the largest lot size possible. Similarly, under consignment, the buyer will wish to have the highest possible level of inventory. In both cases, the equilibria are not constrained by anything other than the artificial bounds Q max and r max , making these games ill-behaved. One could ask whether a different allocation of decision rights, e.g., letting the supplier or the buyer set both Q and r, with or without consignment, would lead to more desirable outcomes. It is easy to verify that this is not the case. In the no-consignment game , the key problem is that the supplier would not internalize the holding costs associated with a large reorder quantity Q, whereas the buyer would not internalize the setup costs associated with a small Q. In the consignment game c , the buyer would not internalize the holding costs associated with a high reorder point r, whereas the supplier would not internalize the stockout costs associated with a low r. Clearly, if one goes another step further and gives one party the right to set both Q and r and also makes that party bear all setup, holding, and stockout costs, that party will choose the jointly optimal solution. Below we will see that under asymmetric information this incentive scheme is not optimal for either party.
In the absence of some form of coordination the resulting outcomes will be highly inefficient. The contracting approach reduces these inefficiencies by fundamentally changing how decision rights are allocated: One party now establishes a rule linking Q and r (the "menu of contracts"); the other party, holding private information, is then given the right to choose any Q r combination from that menu. This way, both parties still take part in the decisionmaking process, but Q and r are no longer determined independently of one another.
CONTRACTING ON Q UNDER INFORMATION
ASYMMETRY ABOUT K
Coordinating on Lot Size Q Under Full Information
In this section we start with the situation without consignment stock. The buyer will already choose r b = r j Q for whatever Q the supplier chooses. It is clear that by coordinating on the jointly optimal lot size Q j rather than letting the supplier choose some far higher Q s , as he would do without coordination, both supplier and buyer could be made better off. Analogously to the basic principle of the joint economic lot sizing literature (see, e.g., Monahan 1984 or Lal and Staelin 1984) , we know that in the no-consignment game , both parties can be made better off by coordinating on Q j r b Q j ; i.e., C b Q r j Q − C b Q j r j Q j C s Q j r j Q j − C s Q r j Q ∀Q. The buyer could implement this by offering the supplier a contract (Q j r j Q P) specifying a compensation rate P ∈ C s Q j r j Q j − C s Q r j Q C b Q r j Q − C b Q j r j Q j in return for the supplier's choosing Q = Q j . Under full information, the buyer would set the compensation rate P = C s Q j r j Q j − C s Q r j Q , keeping all remaining savings for himself. In fact, if the buyer can offer such a side payment P, he can do even better: Let C max s be the highest total net costs (after side payment) under which the supplier is still willing to contract with the buyer. With full information, the buyer can impose a side payment P = C s Q j r j Q j − C max s , pushing the supplier to incur the highest costs he will accept, and keeping all remaining cost savings for himself. However, such a compensation P depends on C s · , so the buyer must know the supplier's setup cost K. This is a strong assumption, and below we show how the buyer can offer a menu of contracts when he cannot observe K.
The Buyer's Optimization Problem Under Asymmetric Information
To address this adverse selection problem, we follow the approach outlined in Laffont and Tirole (1993) . The buyer is the party taking the initiative and therefore is the principal, but the supplier holds private information about his setup cost K. Assume the buyer holds a prior distribution Corbett / 493 F K · , differentiable on its domain [K K] with 0 < K < K < with density f K · , and such that F K · satisfies the monotone decreasing reversed hazard rate property:
Decreasing reversed hazard rate assumption:
For more on this assumption, see Appendix B. Instead of proposing a single contract (Q r P) as above, the buyer now offers a menu of contracts Q r Q P Q , letting the supplier choose a specific (Q r Q P Qtriplet from the menu. To model the contracting process, we parameterize each of Q r, and P on K. Note that offering a Q K r K P K menu is equivalent to a Q r Q P Q menu, although that equivalence relation need not exist in closed form. Whether or not contracting is explicitly based on K, the supplier's setup cost K can be inferred from the (Q r Q P Q triplet he selects. The contracting steps are:
Step 1. The supplier learns his setup cost K, the buyer does not.
Step 2. The buyer offers menu Q · r · P · , linking Q K and r K to compensation rate P K for whatever setup cost K the supplier announces.
Step 3. The supplier chooses a contract (Q K r K P K , effectively announcing K.
Step 4. Production and delivery lot size are fixed (forever) at Q K , reorder point at r K , and the supplier receives compensation rate P K . Buyer and supplier incur net costs at per-period rates C b Q K r K + P K and C s Q K r K − P K , respectively. We make two common assumptions. First, we assume that contracting is a one-shot process, so that renegotiation is not allowed. Second, once the supplier has announced his choice of Q K and r K , the buyer can verify and enforce this inventory policy. This is clearly true here, as the buyer receives lots of size Q K and controls the reorder point r K himself.
From the revelation principle (see, e.g., Fudenberg and Tirole 1991, p. 256; Laffont and Tirole 1993, p. 120; or Myerson 1979) we can restrict our attention to menus of contracts in which the supplier announces his setup cost truthfully. Intuitively, the buyer can predict what setup cost K any supplier with true cost K would announce, so he can take this knowledge of K K into account in designing the menu Q · r · P · . This allows us to formulate an incentive-compatibility constraint, which ensures that a supplier with setup cost K will indeed announce K = K. For derivatives with respect to the parameter being contracted on, writeQ K = D K Q K , etc. The optimization problem 1 faced by a supplier with true setup cost K and having to choose what setup cost K to announce is
The first-order conditions require
Inducing truthful revelation is equivalent to ensuring that the optimum is reached at K = K, hence we can formulate Incentive-compatibility constraint on P · :
More precise and complete proofs, including verification of sufficiency conditions, for the preceding and following expressions are given in Appendix C (except for the model examined in §7, as that model is slightly more complex).
To make the contract acceptable to the supplier, regardless of K, total costs (after compensation) under the contract may not exceed some predetermined and commonly known limit C max s . This is formulated as follows: Participation constraint:
To find the optimal menu of contracts, the buyer solves the following problem:
IC 12 PC 13
We are not interested in the actual value of C max s
, as this will only shift P · upward or downward; we focus on the shape of P · . To see this, note that objective function (14) and constraint (12) jointly determine the optimal P · , so that P · itself is determined up to a constant of integration. This constant, in turn, is set using participation constraint (13).
The Buyer's Optimal Menu of Contracts
Solving the optimal control problem 1 yields the optimal menu Q · r · P · shown below.
Proposition 1. Assume that the first-order conditions for
1 are also sufficient. Then the optimal menu of contracts Q 1 · r 1 · P 1 · , when the supplier holds private information about K, is such that:
Q 1 K Q j K and Q 1 · is increasing in K, r 1 · is decreasing in K, P 1 · is decreasing in K. Moreover, the supplier's net costs after compensation, C s Q 1 K ,
Proposition 1 shows that Q 1 · , r 1 · is always less efficient than Q j · , r j · :
e., the supplier with the lowest possible setup cost K, F K K = 0, so that Q 1 K = Q j K . The inefficiency depends on
, which increases in K. After revealing K, both parties could still be better off coordinating on the joint optimum, but with renegotiation, the relevation principle and thus mathematical tractability are lost.
Deterministic Demand: Contracting to Reduce Cycle Stock
Assuming for a moment that demand · is deterministic, we can relate the above expressions to the EOQ formula. All inventory in the system is now induced by the production lot size Q, and is therefore cycle stock. 
In addition to the properties listed in Proposition 1,
This helps us to further interpret the results: At K = K, we haveṖ
. Were a supplier with any setup cost K to announce a marginally higher setup cost, the buyer's costs would increase by
the buyer passes a smaller portion of his cost increase back to the supplier. This corresponds to Laffont and Tirole's (1993) findings: The principal (the buyer) will present more efficient agents with more "high-powered" incentives, and move more toward a cost-plus reimbursement scheme for less efficient agents. In the extreme case K = K, the incentive scheme is that of consignment combined with a delivery warranty (the supplier now incurs both holding costs and backorder costs).
Consignment Stock and Vendor-Managed Inventory (VMI)
To relate the above expressions directly to the simplest form of the EOQ model, assume backorders are not allowed (or, equivalently, let p go to ). Then we find
Safety stock in this case is zero, as indeed it should be: We had defined safety stock as −1 p p+h − L, and as lead time demand is known with certainty to be equal to L, we have
1 K , so the increased holding costs resulting from announcing a higher K are passed on to the supplier in full. This is equivalent to a consignment scheme: The buyer does not pay the supplier for the goods until they are sold to the final customer, making the supplier bear the financial holding costs for incoming material held at the buyer's site. For K > K, the buyer passes a decreasing proportion of the marginal increase in holding costs back to the supplier. In other words, the more favorable the supplier's cost structure (the lower his setup costs K), the less he is "punished" by the buyer. Were the buyer to impose consignment for all K, the corresponding compensation payment would becomeṖ In other words, under deterministic demand and when backorders are not allowed, consignment stock will induce the supplier to choose the jointly optimal reorder quantity despite the information asymmetry around K. This is a good point to elaborate on the two reasons why the buyer's expected costs after contracting are higher than they would be under full information. System-wide costs are higher because the inventory policy (Q 1 r 1 ) resulting from contracting is not equal to the jointly optimal inventory policy (Q j r j ) that the buyer would choose to enforce under full information. The difference between total system costs in the two cases is the inefficiency caused by the information asymmetry. In addition, under asymmetric information the buyer has to bear a larger share of total system costs. Under full information, the buyer can force the supplier to incur his maximum acceptable cost level C max s , using an appropriate mechanism with side payment; under asymmetric information, the buyer must accept that a supplier with setup costs lower than the worst-case K incurs net costs (after side payment) lower than C max s . The net cost reduction (after side payment) available to the supplier due to the information asymmetry is known as the information rent he can extract.
The total cost increase to the buyer as a result of the information asymmetry is the sum of the system inefficiency and the supplier's information rent above. More formally: The system inefficiency is equal to C j Q 1 K ,
is the difference between his net total costs when the buyer has full information C max s and those after contracting under asymmetric information, given by C max s − C s Q 1 K , r 1 K − P K . The total cost of information asymmetry to the buyer is the difference between his total net costs after contracting under asymmetric information and those under full information and is
. It is easy to see that this latter expression is indeed the sum of the two preceding ones.
If backorders are allowed, the buyer can impose a stockout penalty p on the supplier in addition to consignment stock, in effect combining consignment (which revolves around ownership of inventory) with a vendor-managed inventory scheme (which revolves around control of inventory). The corresponding compensation payment becomeṡ
The supplier will again choose
All variable costs in the system and all decision rights have been allocated to the supplier in exchange for a fixed side payment. Essentially, the buyer has sold his firm to the supplier. Without knowing K, the buyer cannot determine the price the supplier would be willing to pay, which is why this approach is not optimal for the buyer. For the supplier, however, this raises the spectre of information asymmetry about p, a parameter that he will typically not know; we look at this in §7.5. Consignment is often implemented for different commercial reasons. It could, for example, be part of a VMI scheme, to offer superior customer service, or the result of competitive pressure. We see here that consignment stock changes the incentive structure faced by the supplier and may as a result, even if unintended, improve supply-chain performance, precisely as happened in our case example.
To summarize, in this section we examined the situation without consignment, with the supplier setting Q, the buyer setting r, and the supplier holding private information about his setup cost K. Under full information, both parties can be better off by coordinating on the jointly optimal inventory policy. The buyer's optimal strategy is to coordinate on the joint optimum with a contract that is (just) acceptable to the supplier. Under asymmetric information, the buyer's optimal strategy is to coordinate on a jointly suboptimal inventory policy with a contract that is more attractive to the supplier as K decreases. The buyer could coordinate on the jointly optimal inventory policy implementing consignment stock, holding the supplier responsible for stockout costs, and offering a side payment; however, it is not optimal for the buyer to do so.
CONTRACTING ON r UNDER INFORMATION ASYMMETRY ABOUT p
In some ways, the situation in this section is the "reverse" of that considered above: Both parties have agreed to implement consignment stock, but the supplier wants the buyer to accept a lower level of consigned inventory. The supplier is now the party taking the initiative and therefore the principal, but the buyer holds private information about backorder cost p. We start from consignment game c , so the supplier incurs setup costs and holding costs; the buyer continues to incur backorder costs.
Coordinating on Reorder Point r Under Full Information
Here, too, coordinating on the jointly optimal reorder point r j rather than letting the buyer insist on too high a reorder point, and sharing the benefits, can make both parties better off; i.e., C s Q r j Q − C s Q r b C b Q r j Q − C b Q r b ∀r b . The supplier could offer the buyer a contract Q r j Q P specifying a compensation rate P ∈ C b Q r j Q − C b Q r b C s Q r b −C s Q r j Q in exchange for the buyer's accepting a reorder point r j Q . P now depends on C b · and therefore on the buyer's backorder cost p. Below we show how the supplier can offer a menu of contracts without knowing p.
The Supplier's Optimization Problem Under Asymmetric Information
Now only the buyer can observe p, and we follow a contracting approach analogous to that in the previous section; the supplier offers a menu of contracts Q · r · P · , letting the buyer choose according to the latter's backorder cost p. The contracting process is analogous to that in the previous section. We also assume that there is no renegotiation after contracting, and that the supplier can verify and enforce the buyer's choice of Q p and r p . This certainly holds for the production lot size because this is controlled by the supplier. It is less obvious for the reorder quantity, though, because that assumes the supplier has full information with respect to the buyer's inventory position. In the context of consignment stock, this is not unreasonable; however, the potential difficulties in enforcing the buyer's actual reordering behaviour immediately point to one of the pitfalls of consignment stock, which was also apparent in the case in §3. The supplier holds a prior distribution F p · , differentiable on its domain p p with 0 < p <p < with density f p · , and such that F p · satisfies the decreasing reversed hazard rate property (Appendix B), so that D p f p p F p p 0. As before, we can derive the buyer's incentivecompatibility constraint and participation constraint (see Appendix C.1): Incentive-compatibility constraint on P · :
/ Corbett
Participation constraint:
Again, we are not interested in the actual value of C max b because this will only shift P · up or down, but we focus on the shape of P · . The supplier solves the following problem: Solving the optimal control problem 2 yields the optimal menu Q · r · P · shown below. We occasionally drop the dependence of r · and Q · on p when there is no danger of confusion.
Proposition 2. Assume that the first-order conditions for 2 are also sufficient. Then the optimal menu of contracts Q 2 · r 2 · P 2 · , when the buyer holds private information about p, is such that:
Q 2 p Q j p , r 2 p > r j p , and r 2 · is increasing in p, P 2 · is decreasing in p. Moreover, the buyer's net costs after compensation, C b Q 2 p r 2 p −P 2 p , are decreasing in p.
The insights from Proposition 2 are, of course, analogous to those of Proposition 1. (Q 2 · r 2 · ) is always less efficient than (Q j · r j · ): C j Q 2 p , r 2 p C j Q j p , r j p for all p ∈ p p . At p = p, i.e., the buyer has the lowest possible stockout cost p, F p p = 0, so that Equations (27) and (28) reduce to Q 2 p = Q j p and r 2 p = r j p , respectively.
Base-Stock Model: Contracting to Reduce Safety Stock
If setup costs K = 0, we can simplify these expressions and relate them to the well-known newsboy formula. Clearly, for K = 0, the lot size Q = 0, too; and all inventory in the system is now caused by the demand uncertainty. One part of that inventory, of magnitude , is determined by the supplier's delivery lead time L; the remainder, r 2 − , was defined as the safety stock. In that case, contracting on reorder point r reduces to the following.
Corollary 2. Assume that K = 0 (so that Q = 0) and that the first-order conditions for 2 are sufficient. Then the optimal menu of contracts r 2 · P 2 · , when the buyer holds private information about p, is such that
This helps us interpret the compensation function: The marginal decrease in the compensation rate per unit increase in the reorder point is the expected backorder cost savings p 1 − r 2 p . The expected marginal savings to the buyer of announcing a higher p are exactly equal to the decrease in compensation he receives, removing his initiative to exaggerate p in order to obtain a higher consigned stock level than is jointly optimal. Coordination on this joint optimum could be achieved here by allocating all variable costs and all decision rights to the buyer, the party holding private information; in other words, if the supplier sells his firm to the buyer. Consignment stock is in fact moving in the exact opposite direction by allocating more costs (the holding costs) to the supplier, which explains why it exacerbates the impact of the information asymmetry here rather than reduce it as was the case in §6.
Contracting on Stockout Penalty
So far, we assumed the supplier did not pay the buyer a penalty in case of stockouts, and that the contract was limited to specifying a compensation payment and lot size and reorder point. In a true VMI setting, the parties would specify a stockout penalty V per unit per unit time in the contract, leaving the supplier to choose an inventory policy (Q r). A priori, one might expect this to lead to a more efficient outcome because the supplier now internalizes stockout costs himself. However, we will see that this is not the case, and that this contract is in fact equivalent to the one in the previous subsection. Supplier and buyer cost functions become (Although r V is now actually chosen by the supplier after the buyer has chosen a V p , the problems of verifiability and enforceability remain, as the supplier may not be able to observe the buyer's inventory position and therefore be unable to verify the true nature of a declared stockout. This is precisely the problem observed in the case.) When the contracting process has determined V , the supplier will choose r = r j V and Q = Q j V , i.e., an inventory policy that would be jointly optimal if true backorder costs were V . To find the optimal menu V · P · , the supplier solves optimal control problem 3 given in Appendix C.3. Proposition 3. Assume the first-order conditions for 3 are also sufficient. Then the optimal menu of contracts V 3 · P 3 · , and the supplier's optimal inventory policy Q 3 V 3 · r 3 V 3 · when the buyer holds private information about p, is
Buyer's and supplier's expected net costs are equal to those in Proposition 2. Moreover, V 3 p p for all p ∈ p p , and the overcompensation (V 3 p − p) is increasing in p.
This leads to two interesting observations. First, contracting on payment and stockout penalty V leads to the same stock level and expected costs for both parties as contracting on payment and inventory policy (Q r). Second, the stockout penalty V 3 p paid by the supplier is always at least as great as the buyer's true backorder costs p. Under this contract, the buyer makes a profit on each stockout occasion. Although both menus Q 2 · r 2 · P 2 · and V 3 · P 3 · are equivalent (and the buyer stays below his reservation cost level) in expectation, the corresponding incentive structures are radically different: In the first, the buyer will attempt to avoid stockouts, whereas in the second, he has an incentive to maximize the number of stockouts. Explicit inclusion of such behavioral issues (which would add a "moral hazard" component to the current "adverse selection" model) is left for further research.
To summarize, in this section we examined the situation with consignment stock, with the supplier setting Q, the buyer setting r, and the buyer holding private information about stockout cost p. Under full information, both parties can coordinate on the jointly optimal inventory policy and can be better off than without coordination. The supplier's optimal strategy is to coordinate on the joint optimum with a contract that is (just) acceptable to the buyer. Under asymmetric information, the supplier's optimal strategy is to coordinate on a jointly suboptimal inventory policy with a contract that is more attractive to the buyer as p decreases. The supplier could coordinate on the jointly optimal inventory policy by passing holding costs back to the buyer (i.e., by ending the consignment stock arrangement), charging the buyer for the setup costs, and offering a side payment; however, it is not optimal for the supplier to do so. Supplier and buyer are indifferent between contracting directly on an inventory policy (Q r) or indirectly through a stockout penalty V to be paid by the supplier to the buyer, letting the supplier determine Q and r himself based on the agreed value of V .
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
This paper makes several theoretical contributions. It generalizes the framework for the (Q r) model developed by Zheng (1992) to the case of a two-party supply chain with conflicting objectives and asymmetric information, and it examines how reallocating decision rights affects supplychain performance. It also demonstrates how the combined presence of incentive conflicts and information asymmetries, typical of almost any supply chain, hurts overall performance. Specifically, it shows that consignment stock has an important incentive effect, sometimes mitigating and sometimes aggravating the resulting inefficiency.
We should repeat that achieving joint optimality is not difficult: In either case, a principal aiming for jointly optimal outcomes could make the other party bear all costs, in exchange for a fixed payment. The principal is selling the firm to the agent, but this is not optimal for the principal as the value of the firm to the agent depends on the agent's cost structure. Because this is unknown to the principal, he must sell the firm at a price low enough to satisfy all possible types of agents, which is highly unattractive. Alternatively, one could assume the principal also has an outside reservation cost level and give him the option of not dealing with agents that would leave him in excess of that reservation cost level. The shape of the resulting optimal contracts for agents that are not excluded is as before; the entire compensation payment shifts downward to make the participation constraint binding for the "worst" nonexcluded agent. In either case, the principal will not choose any mechanism that optimizes the entire supply chain. This is what sets the current framework apart from most previous work. We have shown which mechanism the principal could use to enforce joint optimality, but we also derived what the principal's optimal mechanism would be. In the absence of a central planner with full information, no party can induce jointly optimal behavior from all parties in the supply chain without sacrificing his own profits.
The findings reported here clearly show that ignoring incentive and information issues can lead to undesirable behavior. The practical implications are significant. In (re-)designing a supply chain, it is tempting to take the perspective of a central planner and focus on improving overall efficiency. Few supply chains have anything that can pass for a central planner, so this is rarely an option. Instead, if possible, each party should be made to fully internalize all consequences of his decisions, and should have all information available to support those decisions. (This principle holds only when all parties are risk-neutral, but in a supply-chain inventory management context this seems reasonable.) Specifically, this paper proposes a framework for how incentives should be structured to help reduce supplychain inventory. If long supplier production cycles are the key driver of inventory, the supplier should be made to bear the costs of the resulting cycle stocks, e.g., through a consignment scheme. Conversely, if uncertainty about downstream demand is the main driver, the buyer should bear the costs of the resulting safety stock. This principle can, of course, be extended to any other cause of inventory, such as yield uncertainty, transit times, etc.
This work immediately points to several avenues for future research. Including more levels of the supply chain and also considering, e.g., in-transit and other inventories could help understand supply-chain performance. Competition may be another way to overcome information asymmetries, but poses other dilemmas. The current paper focused on a very basic incentive conflict in inventory management under asymmetric information; ongoing work (Corbett and DeCroix 2001 ) studies a similarly fundamental incentive conflict related to amount of effort supplier and buyer exert to improve supply chain efficiency.
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APPENDIX A: PROOFS FROM SECTION 4: LEMMA 1
The statements correspond to Lemma 2 in Zheng (1992, p. 90) , Lemma 3.1 in Zheng, Lemma 3.3 in Zheng, Proposition 1 in Zheng and de Groote (1993, p. 4) , Lemma 6 in Zheng, Lemma 3.4 in Zheng, and expressions (20) and (21) in Zheng (1992, p. 94) , respectively.
APPENDIX B: THE REVERSED HAZARD RATE
The assumption that D x f x F x 0 for x defined on x x with 0 x <x < is often referred to in the economics literature as the monotone decreasing hazard rate property (and expressed as D x F x f x 0); see, for example, Laffont and Tirole (1993, p. 66) . Strictly speaking, though, the hazard rate of a distribution F x is defined as f x 1−F x (see, e.g., Barlow and Proschan 1975) . The reversed hazard rate is defined as f x F x in Shaked and Shanthikumar (1994, p. 24) . The decreasing reversed hazard rate assumption is also equivalent to requiring log-concavity of F , i.e., that log F be concave on its domain (Bagnoli and Bergstrom 1989) . Many common distributions satisfy this decreasing reversed hazard rate assumption, including uniform, normal, logistic, chi-squared, and exponential. We do have to assume that the support of f x is finite because the standard solution procedure for the associated contracting optimization problem (see Appendix C) relies on setting the participation constraint to be binding at x =x. However, it is easy to verify Theorem 7 in Bagnoli and Bergstrom (1989, p. 10) , which assures us that any finite truncation of any infinite distribution satisfying this decreasing reversed hazard rate property also satisfies the same property.
